
BIG DATA IS A 
GAME CHANGER FOR
CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE 
A GO BIG, STAY LEAN APPROACH



Big data being the buzzword for everyone in 2015, after a year of skepticism, has seen the confidence in big data 
solutions up by 60% compared to last year. But in answering the question of how to ensure better customer 
experience, big data is not an answer by itself. Successful Analytics competency is not just about  getting the right data 
together for actionable foresights but also the framework/competency to get there quickly, efficiently and economically. 
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2 Abstract

Problem Statement

Big data implementations are typically serpentine project plans that generalize and in many cases oversimplify the 
problem at hand that customers are seeking answers around business use cases. 

But to deal with big data wouldn’t need businesses to approach this as a big budget magnum opus that’s 
orchestrated on the scale of the Olympics. You can start without the big investment, without the big risks and most 
importantly you can start quick and get results equally quick. Here’s how. 

3 To be big and not to be

The trouble with setting up Big Data & Analytics is similar to the reason, according to a Forrester report in 2007, that 
about 63% of all captive outsourcing operations of multinational corporations fail in India. They started off wanting to 
optimize costs (and not value-focused), but ended up doing quite the opposite, being grandiose in their plans, 
getting big buildings and setting off at a scale that eroded the cost benefits of offshoring with the sheer volume of 
overheads. 

Big Data & Analytics is a very similar story. It has huge benefits in the offing. But it has big risks that loom ominously, 
if you don’t keep your eye on the quintessential ball – the business use case at hand.

Typical questions that need answers before you go big on big data are:

• What is my data? This helps you define the principal storage and processing requirements

• Where is my data coming from? Which helps you understand the integrations that are required

• How is my data? That determines the quality of data as well as the form factor, whether structured or unstructured 
that further helps crystallize your analytics requirements

• Why are we analyzing? This gives definition to the type of data modeling and visualization tools to choose

• Who will use this? Which determines the platform to choose, the deployment options, extensibility as well as the 
security features to implement

• When will big data be used? How frequently and how extensively the setup will be used also crystallizes the 
hosting model to choose from, and the budgets for the same. 

When the right questions are asked up front and your implementation partner has the know-how and the expertise to 
outline the circumstances and the situations that necessitate each aspect of a big data implementation, you are left 
with a lean and efficient system that gives you actionable insights that don’t cost an arm and a leg.  



5 Down to the details
So what is it that your big data must do in order to improve customer experience?

• Track the customer conversations

 • Track conversations across product lines

 • Apply Natural Language Processing and Psychographic analytics to data aggregated in order to identify less  
 than satisfactory experiences

• Analyze customer experience trends to identify product line weakness and threats based on the geographic, 
social, demographic and psychographic distribution of positive and negative experiences 

• Act both as an analytics engine, as well as a data-processing middleware between the support team, the CRM 
instance and the customer conversation location. This means that the system would not only give insights but 
also generate opportunities from these insights to

 • Seamlessly integrate with the CRM instance to raise tickets for support teams to swiftly transform the   
  customer experience to positive territory

 • Allow support teams to engage the customer without leaving their interface in order to optimize the ease of  
  engagement, while ensuring on-the-spot assistance.

When the solution is defined clearly as above, the implementation is also as swift, effective and cost-efficient.

4 The Specifics of Customer Experience Analytics

Extrapolations of the same questions that we asked for big data in general also apply to customer experience 
analytics in particular. Here however, what is needed most is a razor sharp focus on your specific requirements. Big 
Data & Analytics often allows users to take a “why not this as well” approach that tends to have an explosive impact 
on the scope and an equally disastrous effect on the cost-benefit relationship of your big data solution. 

In order to get going as soon and as cost-efficiently as possible, we recommend a use case-based approach to 
scoping. Ideally, an organization would require their existing CRM instance to be integrated to a big data solution 
that:

• Gathers internal data from the CRM instance

• Aggregates data from other sources

• Combines the data into the requisite data models

• Uses Machine-learning Algorithms to minimize human intervention

• Performs NLP and Psychographic analyses of unstructured data for CX opportunities

• Links back CX opportunities from unstructured data into CRM for follow-up activities

• In essence is a seamless extension of the CRM system but provides all the benefits of big data.

As much as it may seem we are being microscopic in our vision, customer experience is a subject of microscopic 
details. The solution that helps enhance existing and build better customer experiences will also require to be as 
custom-tailored as haute couture. 



One of the most significant risks of big data is in fact the cost. For the unprepared, it can cost big and in the end not 
provide the big benefits after all. But is there an easy way out? Getting the hierarchy of requirements organized is the 
key. 

• Does the solution need to be hosted in your own premises? If this is not critical, and your budgets are 
constrained, there are numerous options available for public and private, single and multi-tenant hosting 
solutions available that you can choose from

• How close does the solution need to be physically to your systems? If the physical proximity is not important, 
offshoring can significantly reduce the cost of the solution

• How big are your three Vs? If your data is really not as vast, as varied and with as much velocity that demands a 
dedicated solution, there are cloud solutions available that can get you started in almost no time at all, and more 
importantly at a fraction of the cost of the whole nine yards of a dedicated big data solution. If that weren’t 
enough encouragement, in most cases, you may not even need up-front investment to get a shiny new big data 
solution integrated to your CRM.

6 Maslow’s hierarchy of big data

With the plethora of options available and the need to cut costs becoming increasingly critical, organizations around 
the world are leaning towards services rather than software. This started with enterprise applications, extended to 
others and now even big data is available as a service. The good news is that there are a number of models 
available that can cater to varied requirements and degrees of autonomy and ownership that as needed. 

• Public, Single and Multi-Tenant hosting – ideal for trial runs and also relatively low-volume big data analytics, this 
hosting model is available over cloud platforms such as AWS and comes with preconfigured APIs to integrate 
with your existing systems. 

• Virtual Private hosting – This model is typically chosen where security concerns are high and where the quantum 
of processing warrants a virtual private hosting as an on-premise instance within your data center. This model 
also allows an increased degree of autonomy of the hosted solution as it is exclusive to the tenant. 

• Offshore Virtual Private hosting – This option is available for enhanced cost efficiency as the hosting is done at 
the vendor’s own data center that is typically certified SAS 70 and ISO 27001 compliant. This model allows all the 
features of a virtual, private-hosted big data solution.

7 The future is Hosted

Big Data & Analytics can give you big insights into your customer experiences and help you build better and lasting 
relationships with them. It can also help you significantly increase your business volumes by presenting a 360° view 
of your product lines to your customers and prospects. 

While the benefits are big, you can go big data without the investment and high profile implementations with the right 
partner and a clearly defined requirements-set. 

8 Go big, stay lean  



CSS Corp is a leading technology company supporting enterprise and consumer products, managing IT infrastructure (stand-alone, Cloud or Mobile- 
enabled) and deploying networks. We partner with many of the Fortune 1000 companies to help realize their strategic business outcomes and be 
future-ready. Our expertise and in-depth understanding of the enterprise & consumer product space, along with proven pedigree in Infrastructure 
Management, help customers increase revenues, optimize costs, enhance IT availability and business efficiency, to more than 100 customers worldwide. 
Our R&D arm, CSS Corp Innovation Labs, designs and develops products and IP, creates platforms and solutions to accelerate IT transformation and 
enable faster go-to-market for customers. 

Technology support is in our DNA. With over 5500 technology professionals across 13 locations globally, we have a rich heritage of 14+ years in 
managing large and complex support ecosystems. From home devices, whether it’s enterprise or consumer, datacenters, applications and desktops to 
services, we have built our reputation on delivering stellar customer experiences. Because we chart the right support strategy, deploy the right processes 
and technology to enable it, and then execute impeccably – every day and every interaction. Because we are wired to support.

Let’s talk…
For more information on our A-Record DNS Solution or any of our other services,

write to us at info@csscorp.com
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